Violent Non-Conflictive Sociabilities in Secondary School Students

Abstract
This article aims to analyze the sociability of two school groups that use violence as a ludic interaction resource. The empirical corpus presented is composed of field notes, in-depth interviews and a focus group with students from two secondary schools in Buenos Aires province, Argentina. In each school, it was found that the sociability of a group of students was shown by the use of physical force, or humiliations. It is, then, concluded that the bonds built in each case make possible a context of social informalisation that implies a double process: flexibilization of behaviors, but also self-control of emotions.
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Resumen
Este artículo se propone analizar la sociabilidad de dos grupos escolares que utilizan la violencia como recurso lúdico de interacción. El corpus empírico que se presenta está compuesto por notas de campo, entrevistas en profundidad y un grupo focal realizado con estudiantes de dos escuelas medias de la provincia de Buenos Aires, Argentina. En cada una de las escuelas encontramos un grupo de estudiantes en cuya sociabilidad prima, en un caso, el uso de la fuerza física, y en el otro, las humillaciones. Concluimos que los vínculos construidos en cada caso posibilitan un contexto de informalización en el trato social que implica un doble proceso: de flexibilización de los comportamientos, pero también de autocontrol de las emociones.
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Résumé

Cet article vise à analyser la sociabilité de deux groupes d’élèves ayant recours à la violence comme interaction ludique. Le corpus empirique se compose de notes de terrain, d’entretiens approfondis et d’un groupe de discussion avec des élèves de deux écoles secondaires de la province de Buenos Aires, en Argentine. Nous avons trouvé un groupe d’élèves dont la sociabilité s’établit principalement par moyen de la force physique dans un cas et, dans l’autre, par moyen des humiliations. La conclusion est que les rapports établis dans les deux cas favorisent un contexte d’informalisation de la socialité qui implique un double processus: la flexibilisation des comportements, mais aussi la maîtrise de ses propres émotions.
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Resumo

Este artigo tem como objetivo analisar a sociabilidade de dois grupos escolares que utilizam a violência como recurso de interação lúdica. O corpus empírico apresentado é composto por notas de campo, entrevistas em profundidade e um grupo focal com alunos de duas escolas de ensino médio da província de Buenos Aires, Argentina. Em cada uma das escolas, encontramos um grupo de estudantes em cuja sociabilidade priorizam, em um caso, o uso de força física e, no outro, as humilhações. Conclui-se que as ligações construídas em cada caso possibilitam um contexto de informalização no tratamento social que envolve um duplo processo: flexibilização dos comportamentos, mas também autocontrole das emoções.
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The phenomenon of violence in schools has been analyzed from different perspectives that differ in their comprehensive approach and definition of violence as a conceptual category. Based on the review of scientific literature of the last fifty years, three perspectives of analysis are identified: criminological, psychoeducational and socio-educational. We highlight the risk of identifying violence with delinquency, as the criminological perspective suggests. We do not agree either with the psycho-educational perspectives that focus on bullying, in relation to dichotomous relationships between “aggressor-victim”. They individualize responsibilities and build stereotyped psychic profiles. Framed in the socio-educational perspective, we claim the need to consider the sociocultural and relational contexts in which violence situations arise and, in turn, to explore the meanings assigned by the actors in educational environments (DI NAPOLI, 2016).

The meanings attributed, and practices adopted by students in their youth are frequently ignored by secondary school authorities when dealing with conflicts or violence situations and when planning strategies of school coexistence. The hypothesis posed by Dubet and Martuccelli (1998) is that secondary school tends to reproduce the same dispositives of primary school, targeted to children education, without taking into account the particular characteristics of being young. In contrast with children, the young start to experiment a relative autonomy from their family and school contexts and, additionally, their peer group gains more ascendancy in their subjective configuration. “In the adolescence, a non-educational self, a subjectivity and a collective life, independent from school, are built, ‘affecting’ school life” (DUBET; MARTUCELLI, 1998, p. 196-197).

In the same educational institution, the young meet, share spaces, make friends, identify themselves with certain groups, at the same time that disagreements, conflicts and rivalries arise. We consider that school socialization and young’s sociability converge, and also come into tension in the process of subjectivity construction of students (WEISS, 2015).

This work is aimed at problematizing the conflict, coexistence and violence in secondary schools based on the analysis of two “critical incidents” in which two groups of male students from two different schools exhibited a violent behavior against each other, but they were unable to perceive it as a violent event. We use the analytic category violence as the actions that cause pain to them, are not agreed upon when they happen, and violate the “implicit codes” of school coexistence. Being framed within a ludic context, the protagonists resignified the aggressions they inflict themselves (punches and humiliations) as a way of interacting with others without considering this behavior conflictive or violent.

THEORETICAL FRAME

SOCIABILITY AS A DIMENSION OF ANALYSIS

The concept of sociability proposed by Simmel (2002) is useful to understand the ways of interacting of the young at school, i.e. the ways of being together “just because”, beyond the coercions of any calculation, or any other purpose. It is socialization in its pure form, through its ludic nature. The artificial, unreal and superficial characteristics of sociability, inherent to its pure form, entail

---

2 In this article we use the term secondary school to refer to middle level education in Argentina. It is a five or six-year education (depending on the jurisdiction) and includes two cycles: Lower Secondary Education, common to all orientations (2 or 3 years), and Upper Secondary Education (3 years), oriented to different areas of knowledge. The students who participated in this research work were attending the Upper Secondary Cycle.
to play “as if” everybody is equal and at the same time as if each one is specially honored” (SIMMEL, 2002, p. 90). There is not any external purpose to the sociable moment as such.

The sociability requires to maintain a balance among individuals, thus personal interests and objective meanings must be left aside (such as wealth, and/or social position) as well as the aspects purely subjective (character, mood). Likewise, the way of acting—the good manners—becomes very significant. The sense of tact has a special relevance according to the sociologist from Berlin “because it governs the individual self-regulation in a personal relationship with others, when there are no external or selfish interests that can assume the regulation”3 (SIMMEL, 2002, p. 85, own translation). Individual satisfaction depends on others’ satisfaction; therefore, nobody could find her/his satisfaction at others’ expense. The interactions of sociability are not constituted by the way they are carried out, but by the vitality of the individuals that make up them, expressing the pleasure of being with the other. Based on this concept, Simmel (2002) combined what appears to be superficial with what is more profound in life. Consequently, with this framework, we can analyze symmetrical relationships among individuals. Some examples of highly frequent sociability situations in the young, mentioned by this author, are the following: the game, coquetry and conversation.

In this respect, Elias and Dunning tackled sociability in relation to leisure-type activities. In a first work, they considered it as a continuum from a formal end to another of informal nature. In the formal end, the activities of sociability correlate somehow with work environment such as participating with colleagues in a leisure-type activity organized by the company. Instead, the informal end is characterized by those activities that have nothing to do with work, such as meeting in a bar or party, and that have as their purpose to “be with other people without doing anything else, as a purpose in itself”4 (ELIAS; DUNNING, 1992, p. 90, own translation).

In a further article, these authors introduced sociability as one of the three elements that constitute leisure (along with motility and emotional arousal). Leisure would be the sole public sphere in which individuals can decide their course of actions, based mainly in their own satisfaction, reducing the rigidity of self-control and allowing themselves a greater emotional stimulation. Consequently, the authors circumscribed the notion of sociability exclusively to informal leisure-type activities consisting in the encounter “to enjoy each other’s company, i.e. to enjoy emotional warmth, social integration and stimulation that produce the presence of others”5 (ELIAS; DUNNING, 1992, p. 152, own translation).

In our perspective, the approach of Elias and Dunning (1992) was inspired by Simmel’s idea about sociability, in which to be together is a purpose in itself. Nevertheless, in contrast to the sociologist from Berlin, they distinguished the ludic nature of some activities from sociability. Games, including sports, would be part of the leisure-type activities they nominated as mimetic, different from leisure sociability such as meetings in bars or going to a party. Both activities are considered as part of the leisure sphere and contribute to neutralize “the routinization inherent to the relatively impersonal contacts that prevail in non-leisure spheres of these societies”6 (ELIAS; DUNNING, 1992, p. 152, own translation).

The mimetic activities arise emotions that although they are not the same, they are closely related to those experienced by individuals in the course of their non-leisure life. In this context, feelings are altered, becoming less sharp. In sociability activities, people are gathered without

---

3 In the original: “porque guía la autorregulación del individuo en su relación personal con otros allí donde no hay intereses externos o inmediatamente egoístas que puedan asumir la regulación”.

4 In the original: “estar con otras personas sin hacer nada más, como un fin en sí mismo”.

5 In the original: “para disfrutar de la mutua compañía, es decir, para gozar de la calidez emocional, la integración social y la estimulación que produce la presencia de otros”.

6 In the original: “la routinización intrínseca en los contactos relativamente impersonales que predominan en las esferas no recreativas de estas sociedades”.
“acting” for others or for themselves. The “as if” and the artificial world of sociability, proposed by Simmel (2002), are attributed to mimetic activities by Elias and Dunning (1992), and in the sociability activities, the relatively spontaneous encounter appears as a purpose in itself.

Finally, it is worth mentioning Martuccelli’s perspective (2007) who asserted that sociability has been a dimension of social interactions neglected by Sociology in relation to the Modern project. From his approach to individuation processes, he claimed that “the sociability compels us to look beyond pureinteractive strategies, towards the quality of relations”7 (MARTUCCELLI, 2007, p. 150, own translation).

Sociability aims at the quality of the social bond in a context of ductile and elastic situations. Individuals and social life are founded on diverse situational sociabilities that need to be studied in their singularity, even those that appear to be standardized. Martulessi (2007) gave as an example the school class. Despite being a standardized situation, sociability between students and teacher varies from class to class regarding the bonds that individuals built in this situation during the year. “What makes the difference among the situations, apart from the context variations, is the nature of sociability among individuals”8 (MARTUCCELLI, 2007, p. 163, own translation).

In this work, we are interested in stressing that the type of sociability defines the social ties established with the other. That is, similar bonds that correspond to different sociabilities can have diverse expressions.

VIOLENCE, SELF-REGULATION AND INFORMALIZATION

In relation to sociability conceptualization, Simmel as well as Elias and Dunning referred to the topic of self-regulation in the interaction among individuals. It constitutes a heuristic clue to understand the behavior of our young and their expressions of violence. Sociability requires a sense of tact (SIMMEL, 2002) and it enables the relaxation of self-control codes (ELIAS; DUNNING, 1992). In accordance with Elias (2009), certain types of sociability generate the reconfiguration of the formality-informality span of social behaviors. The reference to the diachronic dimension of the informality process is necessary to tackle this topic. According to Elias (2009, p. 185-186, own translation), living together in a civilized way:

Includes very much more than just non-violence. It includes not just the negative aspect implied by the disappearance of acts of violence from human relationships, but also an entire field of positive characteristics, above all the specific molding of individuals in groups which can only take place when the threat that people will attack each other physically, or force others through their stronger muscles or better weapons to do things they could not otherwise do, has been banished from their social relations.9

In line with Elias (2011), in his theory of civilizing processes, he claimed that with the increase of the social interdependency network, the physical violence monopolized by the State is secluded, not affecting the life of individuals, except in isolated cases. A psychic apparatus emerges in which social codes, to which the individual has been adapted by external pressure at first, i.e., by means of external constraint, become then, self-restraint. The latter is the result partly of a conscious domain, and partly of a non-conscious way expressed in customs and habits. Over time, a certain fear or even a deep repulsion, a sort of disgust, upon the use of physical violence is being developed by people. Based on an increasingly strong social control, every form of pleasure associated with expressions of cruelty, joy in the destruction

---

7 In the original: “la sociabilidad obliga a orientar la mirada más allá de las puras estrategias interactivas, hacia la calidad de las relaciones”.
8 In the original: “Lo que hace la diferencia entre las situaciones, más allá de las variaciones contextuales, es la naturaleza de la sociabilidad entre los individuos”.
9 In the original: “Posee un contenido que va mucho más allá de la mera ausencia de violencia. De ella forma parte no sólo algo negativo, la desaparición de los actos violentos en el trato entre los individuos, sino todo un conjunto de características positivas, principalmente la modelación específica de los individuos. Esta sólo puede tener lugar cuando el peligro de que los hombres se ataquen físicamente unos a otros o que se fuerzan a alguno que no harían sin esa coacción ha sido proscrito de su trato social”.
and torment of others “hemmed in by threats of displeasure, have gradually come to express themselves only indirectly, in a ‘refined’ form through a series of lateral mechanisms”10 (ELIAS, 2011, p. 184, own translation). In terms of Simmel, the sense of social tact is being progressively reconfigured. Thus, “as the constraint exerted by people on one another increases, the demand for ‘good behavior’ also raises more emphatically”11 (ELIAS, 2011, p. 159, own translation). Thus, the socially imposed constraints start to appear as if they were desired by the individuals themselves, by their personal impulses.

Moreover, Elias (2009, 2011) mentioned that, as a consequence of and conditioned by the turn from external constraint to self-restraint, a phenomenon of liberalization of individuals’ fixing forms takes place. A moment of relaxation of the habits may be present in the process of modeling the external constraint into self-restraint.12 A high degree of self-regulation of emotions enables certain relaxation of social codes of control and behaviors.

This impetus towards what Elias (2009) called informalization of conducts requires a high degree of individualization. As Wouters (2017), disciple of Elias, stated, the enlargement of possibilities of acceptable behaviors demands a greater degree of flexibility, precision and personal sensitivity to adjust oneself to each particular situation. Through this interpretative perspective, we can analyze a particular type of sociability in which the degree of self-regulation of emotions and the relaxation of behaviors lead to the development of violent practices which are tolerated within a ludic context.

**METHODOLOGY**

The incidents that are considered as empirical referents are part of a research work.13 Its general objective was aimed at understanding the perceptions regarding violence that students built in school life, based on a qualitative methodological strategy. The fieldwork was carried out in two secondary schools of State management in Avellaneda District, located in Buenos Aires Province, in the period 2012-2014. School A is situated in an industrial zone and the students interviewed were mainly from popular sectors, some of them lived in urban slums. School B is located in a residential area of middle-class people, close to a commercial zone. The students interviewed were mainly from middle class sectors.

The analysis of the critical incidents was based on: a) field notes taken at different times (students’ arrival and departure from school, before the beginning and after the ending of classes, during breaks) and spaces (classrooms, halls, school yard, convenience store/canteen and surrounding area); b) 16 in-depth interviews with students of 4th year from School B, and 5th year from School B; and c) a focus group composed of some students of the 5th year class self-called as “the bullying guys”.14

The data analysis was mainly based on the guidelines of the thematic analysis. It consists in the identification of patterns of meanings in the data and the creation of conceptual categories from emerging themes (FEREDAY; MUIR-COCHRANE, 2006). Using the computer support Atlas.ti 7.0, coding and categorization were carried out by means of a mixed inductive-deductive approach, defining thematic nuclei and categories with a greater inferential content. Thus two categories were defined, taking into account two emic expressions: a) “Harmless violence”, and b) “Flushing with embarrassment”.

Considering the ethical side of the matter, the students’ parents had to sign an authorization. A copy of those documents is kept in the school files, and another one remains with us. To keep the

---

10 In the original: “se ven limitadas por las amenazas del desagrado, por lo que se van ‘refinando’ poco a poco mediante una serie de mecanismos laterales”.

11 In the original: “la presión que unos hombres ejercen sobre otros se hace más intensa y la exigencia de ‘buen comportamiento’ también se hace más apremiante”.

12 Elias’ original term in German is selbstzwänge. English translations have used interchangeably the terms self-constraint, self-control and self-restraint. We consider the latter as the most appropriate translation in this work.

13 The doctoral thesis is part of the Research Program “Social transformations, Subjectivity and Educational Processes” from the Institute of Research on Education Sciences (IICE) of University of Buenos Aires (UBA).

14 The characteristics of the group and the origin of its name were analyzed in-depth by di Napoli (2018).
anonymity and preserve confidentiality as well as the identity of the young interviewed, the names of the students were modified. In each interview, students’ gender, school year, shift, and name of their school are indicated within parenthesis.

**VIOLENT NON-CONFLICTIVE SOCIABILITIES IN SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS**

Sociability constitutes a productive dimension to study how students interact with each other, and the meanings they attribute to their actions. As previously mentioned, Martuccelli (2007) considered sociability of a situational nature, based on the quality of social relationships in diverse, ductile and elastic contexts. During our fieldwork, we observed the existence of situational sociabilities in each class, with variable levels of malleability, not only in the students of the same school class, but also among different subgroups of friends.

Some authors applied the category of *violent sociability* to refer to the use of physical force as a principle of regulation (pattern) that guides the courses of action among individuals in everyday life; and, besides, this principle structures social relationships, i.e., a specific social order (MACHADO DA SILVA, 2004, 2010; VISCARDI, 2002).

In his research work about urban violence in Rio de Janeiro slums (*favelas*), Machado da Silva (2004) claimed that *violent sociability* is a singular way of life in which physical force is no longer a means for action, regulated by the aims intended to be achieved. Instead, it becomes a principle of coordination (an “action regime”) of practices. In other words, violence gets rid of symbolic regulation, i.e., of its subordination to constraints and conditionings represented by material or ideal aims to which violence would have been useful in other circumstances. It becomes an end in itself, inseparable from its instrumental function as a means for action. In short, as the very meaning of the term “principle” suggests, violence explains by itself and self-regulates itself.

In the social contexts analyzed by the author, these types of interactions cause a deterioration of the quality of the interpersonal bonds:

> Relationships with the Other are increasingly experienced and thought in the level of strictly interpersonal contacts taking place in the everyday practices. These interactions, in turn, start to be avoided to the extent possible because they would risk the interruption of the simple regular repetition of ordinary activities. Thus, it is in the interpersonal level that relationships with the Other become a matter of mistrust, fear and insecurity.¹⁵ (MACHADO DA SILVA, 2010, p. 287, own translation)

Viscardi (2002), in her research with students of secondary school in Montevideo city, pointed out the emergence of a *violent sociability among the young* in schools. It constitutes a socialization mechanism mediated by the use of the force in a ritualized logic that, at the same time, sets hierarchies within secondary school life. The relation with violence and the strategies of self-preservation against violence are part of the school life, generating a code of interaction among students, parallel to that of the educational institution. Both Brazilian and Uruguayan researchers agreed that the ordering principle of violent sociability is not opposed to other particular social orders, such as the State or school (also State-run); on the contrary, they coexist.

In our study, and according to our analytic interpretation, we observed a group of students that have built a sociability based on violent practices in School A as well as in School B.

---

¹⁵ *In the original: “Cada vez mais as relações com o Outro são vividas e pensadas estritamente no nível dos contatos interpessoais que ocorrem durante o exercício das rotinas cotidianas. Essas interações, por sua vez, passam a ser evitadas ao máximo, uma vez que é nelas que estaria contido o perigo de interrupção da simples repetição regular das atividades ordinárias. Dessa forma, é no plano interpessoal que as relações com o Outro se convertem em tema de desconfiança, medo e insegurança.”*
Nevertheless, as it is analyzed hereunder, this violent sociability has different characteristics from those referred to by the two abovementioned authors.

Both groups are part of school classes that the principals of each institution call “problematic classes”, even if there are students who do not have that violent behavior, or share the same kind of bonds with those groups. When questioning the students of both groups about their ways of interacting, they admit that, although they could be “violent” in abstract terms, especially from a viewpoint external to the group, they do not perceive such ways of interacting as violent. They are used to interact with others in this way and, consequently, they consider it as part of their codes. While the use of physical force prevails among students of School A, humiliations are the rule in the case of School B. The diagram below displays the analytical framework that will be examined in the following sections:

**DIAGRAM 1**

**FRAMES OF INTERACTION**

- **Ludic context**
  - **School A**
    - Physical punches
    - “Harmless Violence”
  - **School B**
    - Humiliations
    - “Flushing with embarrassment”

- **Confictive situation**
  - Asymmetry
  - Predominance of inferiority and superiority feelings
  - Flexibilization of behaviors and self-control of emotions

- **Trust**
  - Balance and symmetry
  - Informalization of social intercourse

Source: Prepared by the author.

**“HARMLESS VIOLENCE”**

In the morning shift, 4th year class in School A, almost every male student uses to punch each other as part of the game. Besides bustling around and throwing objects (school supplies, bags, chairs, bins) at each other, they have a sort of ritual consisting in pushing a partner against the wall to be punched by everyone. Originally, this practice took place on somebody’s birthday, but then, it was extended to every moment of the school period.

**P:** How do students interact with each other in general?

**G:** Good, I do not really know what to say... yes, we get along with each other, we all mess around, we get along with each other. We usually fight but as a game.

**P:** With what or why do you fight, for example?

**G:** We pester each other and then we punch, but always as a game.

**P:** Does it happen frequently?

**G:** Always, always, every day [he laughs].

**P:** How does it start? What do you say when you are playing?

**G:** As a game, I do not know what we say. It comes up for nothing, but we pester each other... For example, even if it’s not someone’s birthday, we say it’s some guy’s birthday and pum!, we all go and punch him. And every day,
One of the first days at school we witnessed how Gabriel received one of those beatings because of his birthday.

When the bell rang for the break, I thanked them for the talking and started to gather my stuff to go. At that moment, the boys stood up and one said [Manuel] “It’s Gabriel’s birthday”. All the boys jumped from the benches and leaped on him, hold him against one of the classroom walls and started to kick him and slapped him. Gabriel said “don’t get out of line”. The group of girls that were standing in front looked at what the boys were doing and laughed. Other group of girls, at the back to the left, kept talking among themselves without paying attention to what was going on. I was surprised of the boys’ reaction. I told them to stop, they laughed and walk away from Gabriel who was still stooped and disheveled. “It’s his birthday, Teach”. The boys continued laughing and Gabriel said with a warning tone “you’ll see!”.

According to Duschatzky and Corea (2002), these practices may be called *situation rituals* where group regulations are established among peers. These are different from the *institutional rituals*, which are characteristic of the school sphere.

Situation rituals are only valid within a determined symbolic territory; they are not established from intergenerational transmission but from peers’ transmission, i.e. intragenerational. They are fragile; they do not generate an experience transferrable to other situations, but fulfill the purpose of anticipating what may occur.

This type of rituals coexists with those of institutional order. At school, there are different situation rituals that develop within the interstices of its institutional logic. It may be said that they

---

16 In the original: “P: ¿Cómo se llevan los estudiantes en general?
G: Bien, yo que sé... sí, nos llevamos bien, todos somos de hacer mucho lío, entonces nos llevamos todos bien. Somos de pelearnos, pero tranquilo, jugando.
P: ¿Con qué o por qué cosas se pelean, por ejemplo?
G: Nos jodemos el uno al otro, nos molestamos, nos bardeamos y después nos matamos a trompadas, jugando.
P: ¿Es eso es seguido?
G: Siempre, siempre, todos los días [se ríe].
P: ¿Cómo es que se agarran? ¿Qué se dicen cuando juegan?
G: Jugando, no sé qué nos decimos. Sale en el momento, pero nos bardeamos... Por ejemplo, no es el cumpleaños de nadie y decimos que es el cumpleaños de fulanito y pum, vamos y le pegamos. Y todos los días cobra uno distinto o todos los días cobramos todos.
P: ¿Y está todo bien?
G: No pasa de ahi, de la joda.”

17 In the original: “Cuando tocó el timbre para el recreo, les agradezco por la charla y comienzo a juntar mis cosas para irme. En ese momento, los varones se pararon y uno dijo [Manuel] ‘es el cumpleaños de Gabriel’. Todos los varones saltaron de los bancos y se fueron contra él, lo aprisionaron contra una de las paredes del aula y comenzaron a pegarle manotazos y patadas. Gabriel dice ‘no se zarpén’. Un grupo de chicas, las que están ubicadas adelante, miran lo que hacen los chicos y se ríen. Otro grupo de chicas, las que están hacia el fondo a la izquierda, siguen hablando entre ellas sin prestar atención a lo que sucedía. A mí me sorprendió la reacción de los chicos. Les digo que paren, los chicos se ríen y se alejan de Gabriel que estaba todo encorvado y despeinado. ‘Es que es el cumpleaños, profe’. Los varones se siguen riendo, Gabriel dice ‘ya van a ver!’.”

18 In the original: “los ritos de situación tienen sólo validez en un territorio simbólico determinado; no se instituyen sobre la base de transmisión intergeneracional sino sobre la transmisión entre pares – intrageneracional –, son frágiles, no generan experiencia transferible a otras situaciones sino que cumplen la función de anticipar lo que puede acontecer.”
express ways of sociability that shape an identity with which the subgroup boundaries are marked.

The boys of 4th year (morning shift) play to punch each other, happening among friends, some of them punch more than others, everybody laughs (except the one that receives the punches), no one gets mad, and the situations “don’t go too far”, they remain within the “messing around” (joda, in Spanish) limits. This dynamic is possible because they are partners/friends, that is, there is certain reciprocity in their relationship. The situation changes if this behavior appears when students don’t know each other or when there is no familiarity. In that case, the same attitude is considered offensive.

These students admit that they exert violence, but of a different type.

There are some [people] that use violence as if they are killing each other, but something different is our harmless violence, just messing around. It’s like putting everything under the same umbrella.

P: For you, would there be like two different violences?
M: Sure, one is our harmless violence that we mess around with. And then, there is the violence with gunshots, where the guys kill each other.19

(Manuel, 4th year – morning shift, School A, own translation)

[...] going into a fight is already violence. To exchange blows, but depends....
Because you know you have to get into a fight when playing ball, that’s ok. Well, not fine, but they are biffs, you’ll end knocked down, but they are just biffs. Sometimes, maybe you go and play somewhere else and they go with sticks, metal bars, that is different, that’s violence...20

(Marcelo, 4th morning shift – School A, own translation)

Taking into consideration the native category of the interviewees, the “harmless violence” is that originated within their “messing around” and/or momentary conflicts that may emerge from the ludic context itself. On the contrary, the other type of violence – that they perceive as such– is when life is at risk. Death appears as the line that differentiates what the young boys categorize as properly “violent” from the violence they associate with the game and their everyday interactions.

G: I mean, it’s violent because we are throwing things and punching each other, but we take it as a game. The one who gets mad is a moron because we are all playing and, if you get cross; you sit down and wait to cool off because we are all playing. Here, no one gets cross because we all know that it’s a game, and if you get cross, we are going to beat you up, it’s useless getting cross because we all know it’s a game. Today you’ll get what is coming to you, but tomorrow is someone else’s turn, and you are going to punch him. Last Monday, they gave me a beating because it was my birthday on Sunday. [...] That day they beat me really hard, but I didn’t say anything because I knew that when it’s someone else’s birthday... For example, when it was Marcelo’s birthday, I killed him; I let him have it and don’t forget it for a long time. And that is the same with everyone, maybe it’s no one’s birthday and you are in for it too, like me, or Marcelo some other time, everybody.

19 In the original: “Hay algunos que hacen violencia de que se matan y otra cosa es violencia sana como la nuestra que jodemos. Es como que los meten a todos en una misma bolsa.

P: Para vos, ¿habría como 2 violencias?
M: Claro, una es violencia sana, como la que jodemos nosotros. Y después está la violencia en la que se matan, se agarran a tiros”.

20 In the original: “Y agarrarse a piñas ya es violencia. Agarrarse a piñas, pero según... porque viste que hay agarrarse a piñas jugando a la pelota que es sano. No sano pero son piñas, vas a terminar roto pero son piñas, capaz vas a jugar a otro lado y van con palos, fierro, es otra cosa, es violencia...”
We've all been beaten up but we're just playing.

P: What are the codes of this game?

G: It happens always at fights, when we play, but not with a closed fist because you receive a punch and it hurts. Then, everything else is valid; except pulling each other hairs, pinching, nothing of all that crap. Then, blows with open hand, slaps, kicks, things like that, they're okay.²¹

(Gabriel, ⁴th morning shift – School A, own translation)

To include punches as part of the game, there should be a certain balance and self-regulation among those participating. Male students know each other; they are part of the same group (course) and accept that practice since they participate in the game. The symmetric balance lies in that there is a rotation of the beating up. Thus, the one who receives the punches cannot get mad, he has to “take the blow”, because he knows that later someone else will be in his place. He can get angry, but only momentarily, nothing else is tolerated. Eventually, he has to cool off, and return to the game when the anger has passed. If the anger goes on, the balance may be broken, and a fight would start. These are some of the rules of self-regulation which help to maintain the symmetric balance. Also, there are certain codes that regulate the use of the physical force: It must be for short periods of time, then it has to pass to another partner, and certain blows are banned.

Unlike the group of students from School B, at School A, students have personal experiences of having used the physical force both within the school and outside of it. In fact, these students told us “Who of our age hasn’t got into a fight some time?”. This could be one of the reasons why this kind of behavior is not perceived as violent.

“FLUSHING WITH EMBARRASSMENT”

With respect to school B, there was a similar sociability among a group of boys of ⁵th year (morning shift). They called themselves as the bullying guys. In contrast to the students from School A, they did not assault, but mocked constantly each other. In this context, we identified a strong code of reciprocal humiliations.

H: We mess a lot with each other. We make us flush with embarrassment.
S: We mortify each other.

P: Sorry, that’s only among you?
H: Flushing with embarrassment is among us […]
P: What’s that of flushing with embarrassment?
H: It’s awful, you sweat all over, those embarrassments are awful!!!
S: We have a friend who is fat and freckled [They both laugh]. And he is redhead, so we drive him crazy.
H: And then, he is in love with a girl who doesn’t pay attention to him. We pick on the girl. We make him flush with embarrassment, it’s awful. It’s not nice. You feel bad. But it’s okay, we laugh our ass off. Then, they do it to me, to him. His girlfriend… [Laughters]
S: And that’s all day long.

²¹ In the original: “G: O sea, es violento porque nos tiramos cosas y nos estamos pegando, pero nosotros lo tomamos como un juego. El que se calienta es un boludo porque estamos todos jugando y de última si te calentás, sentate y que se te pase porque estamos todos jugando. Acá nunca nadie se calientó porque sabemos que es un juego; y si de última te calentás, te vamos a pegar entre todos, porque al pedo te estás calentando, estamos todos jugando. Hoy cobraste vos, pero mañana cobra el otro y vos le vas a pegar al otro. A mí, el lunes me mataron a piñas porque el domingo fue mi cumpleaños. […] Ese día me re dieron, pero yo no dije nada porque sé que cuando es el cumpleaños de otro… Por ejemplo, cuando fue el cumpleaños de Marcelo lo maté, le di para que tenga para que guarde y para que le sobre. Y así con todos, capaz no es el cumpleaños de nadie y también cobra, como he cobrado yo, como han cobrado Marcelo, todos. Siempre cobramos, pero es jugando.

P: ¿Cuáles son los códigos que hay que mantener en ese juego?
G: Siempre en las peleas cuando juguemos, a puño cerrado no porque te dan una piña y duele. Después tranquilo, todo lo demás vale; menos agarrarse de los pelos, pellizcarte, todas esas boludeces no, después mano abierta, plum, patadas así, no pasa nada.”
P: But, how do you take it?
S: It’s like this, twelve of us mock one.
H: And the, twelve mock another one, it’s like that. No one stands up for the other. It’s like that, twelve mock one, and then that one...
S: That one joins with another, and they mock someone else.

P: And what happens when it’s your turn?
H: You have to put up with it.
S: Yes, but you also laugh.

H: You laugh your ass out. You sweat, but you laugh your ass out.²²
(Héctor, 5th Year, morning shift – School B; Silvio, 5th Year, morning shift – School B, own translation)

The fun is making “flush with embarrassment” some member of the group, either among them or in front of some partners from outside the group. The game lies in all of them shaming or humiliating one who has any weak point. As Mutchinick (2013) stated in her study about humiliations among secondary school students, the presence of onlookers is relevant because it is important to show a devaluated image of the humiliated person in front of others.

The humiliation situation implies an inferiorization of the person who suffers it. However, the symmetry is reestablished when the humiliation finishes and the humiliated becomes the one who humiliates another partner. Possibly, in front of the observers, his image may be tarnished, but within the group, it stays intact, and the balance remains. As in School A, there is a symmetric balance and self-regulation among those who are part of the game.

Everybody mocks one, but there is a rotation. Nobody can get mad and they have to put up with it, even though it bothers them because it could be their turn later. Also, the mocks are self-regulated: they last a short period of time, and then, they change to another partner, and there are certain topics that are off limits (for example, the father of one of the boys had died and no jokes were allowed about it).

We observed that practice in School B too. One Friday, during the last period of the morning shift, we went to the buffet, and met some of the members of this group:

When we got inside, some of them said hello and I greeted back. They told me that they were out because they had finished their classes earlier that day. When we were at the counter waiting for the order, Silvio called me and said “Teach, do you remember I told you about one of us that haven’t done it yet, well, that’s him” [pointing at Mauro]. Everybody roared with laughter except Mauro [he had a serious and surprised face] who was sitting next to Silvio. Mauro told something to Silvio, that I couldn’t hear because of the
noise. Then, he started to punch Silvio “friendlily”. I said “Don’t be mean!”
and the boys laugh again. Another boy said “Mauri, go to a whorehouse and
you get it off”. Mauro stayed silent and said to Silvio with a warning tone
“you’ll see!” I took what I had bought and I left the place with my partner.23
(Friday, October 5th 2012, own translation)

Silvio and Héctor told us not only how they mock Mauro but also, they did it publicly
in front of us, who were observers outside the group. Clearly, the situation was uncomfortable
for Mauro, who barely smiled and stayed almost all the time with a serious and ashamed face.
However, at that moment, he did not show signs of irritation that could lead him to scold his
partners.

This situation was mentioned again during the focus group we conducted with the entire 5th
year group. Before the formal beginning of the interview, while they were sitting, the boys started to
say aloud to us the derogatory nicknames with which they identify each of the members of the group.
As Machado Pais states (2018, p. 923, own translation), “nicknames are creative acts generated by
the critical observation of behaviors and physiognomic features of those with who people interact
daily”.24 They are part of everyday symbology at school, and they may emerge ludically or violently.
These students’ nicknames had certain acceptance within the group, which many times implied
resignation because although they were stigmatizing, they were said in an intimate and affective
context:

P: Here, you can say whatever you want, no one is being judged. The idea
is chatting among us...

Lautaro: He is a Jew [with reference to Héctor]. This is confidential, right?
P: You can say whatever you want here...

Luciano: [laughing] He is stinky [with reference to Gaspar] and he is a burnt
peanut [with reference to Mauro]

Gaspar: [with reference to Mauro] and he has a bleeding ass.
P: Oh, so we’ve started already...

Silvio: And he, [He points at Mauro, chokes with a cookie and says] he is a
virgin, do you remember the one I told you about. [Everybody laughs. Mauro
does not laugh and looks like he didn’t like the comment]

Héctor: [repeats Silvio’s line while laughing and pouring soda] “The one I
told you about...”

Lautaro: He was [Mauro agrees raising his finger]

Everybody: Go, Mauri!!!! [Shouts and laughter]

Nano: Now he is a little less virgin

P: Did you help him?

Everybody: No [They start talking all at once again and it’s impossible to
understand]

P: Let’s talk one by one because it’s impossible to understand. It’s not necessary

23 In the original: “Cuando entramos, algunos nos saludan y les correspondo el saludo, me cuentan que ellos ya salieron
porque salían una hora antes ese día. Cuando estamos en el mostrador, esperando lo que habíamos comprado,
Silvio me llama y me dice ‘Profe, se acuerda que le conté que había uno que todavía no la había puesto, bueno, es él’
[señalando a Mauro]. Todos se rían a carcajadas menos Mauro [puso cara seria y de sorprendido] quien estaba sentado al
lado de Silvio. Mauro le dice algo a Silvio que no logro escuchar por el ruido y le empienza a pegar un par de puñetazos a
Silvio ‘amistosamente’. Yo respondo diciendo ‘no sean malos’, los chicos se vuelven a reír. Otro chico le dice ‘Mauri, anda a un
puterío y sácate las ganas’. Mauro se queda callado y luego le dice a Silvio ‘vos vas a ver’. Agarro lo que había comprado y nos
retiramos con mi compañera”.

24 In the original: “los apodos son actos creativos suscitados por la observación crítica de actitudes comportamentales y rasgos
fisonómicos de actantes con quienes cotidianamente se interactúan”.
to raise your hand, but let’s try to be organized so I can understand later.

Mauro: [while I’m talking, he points at Silvio and says to Hernán] “The one I told you about”, so he humiliated me before, how clever huh! [He said ironically]

Again, Mauro’s episode came up and he, himself, referred to the humiliation. The comments about each other upset them, but they regulate that feeling by restraining it within the ludic context. The discomfort that they feel when it is their turn, is emotionally compensated by the humiliation they inflict on others. Something similar occurs with students of School A. The blows hurt, they even accept the bruises caused by the punches; however, they tolerate them as part of their sociability.

Many times, they said that they did it as part of their relational code and, for that reason, it did not bother them. But they also admitted that it hurt, even if they tolerated it and put up with it because it was their turn. One of the strategies to overcome humiliation is counter humiliation.

Nano: If someone from the head office sees how we treat each other and thinks that we are going to treat everybody like that, yes, he is going to say that we are bullying. Because, I mean, maybe we pick on each other but it’s because we know it doesn’t bother us.

Héctor: No, because we know there are certain codes, let’s say. We know that I say something to him [points at Silvio] about his girlfriend, and it’s not going to bother him because he knows it’s a lie. But someone else… [Luciano looks at Lautaro and makes a gesture of “more or less” with his hand, they laugh and also does Héctor]

P: More or less, then...

Silvio: What he is saying is that if he tells me that comment, I’m not going to get mad at him because is part of being friends.

Luciano: Of a familiar relation

Lautaro: Hey, at ten to the hour let’s take a break so G can go to clean his armpits because if not… [Héctor and Luciano say something to each other in a low voice and laugh]

P: [I ask G] Does it bother you, for example, what they say about your odor?

Gaspar: I mean… It’s accepted [Everybody roars with laughter except Gaspar who looks at them] I put up with it.

P: What are you laughing at?

Gaspar: [Looks at Luciano and Héctor and says] Stop it!

Nano: Actually, it bothers me, not him [with reference to the smell. Nano is sitting next to him]

Gaspar: It’s ok, I put up with it. They are messing around.

---

25 In the original: ‘P: Acá pueden decir lo que quieran, nadie está evaluando a nadie. La idea es que nos pongamos a charlar entre nosotros…

Lautaro: Él es judío [en referencia a Héctor]. Esto es confidencial, ¿no?

P: Ustedes pueden decir lo que quieran acá…

Luciano: [ríndose] El es olor a chivo [en referencia a Gaspar] y él es maní quemado [en referencia a Mauro].

Gaspar: [En referencia a Lucas] Y a él le sangra el culo.

P: Ya empezamos entonces…

Silvio: Y él, [Señala a Mauro riéndose, se atraganta con una galletita y dice] él es el virgen, te acordás el que te comenté [Se ríen todos. Mauro no se ríe y tiene cara de que no le gustó el comentario].

Héctor: [rióndose mientras se sirve un poco de gaseosa y repite la frase de Silvio] ‘El que te comenté…’

Lautaro: Era [Mauro asiente con el dedo de la mano]

Todos: Vamos, Mauri! [Gritan y aplauden]

Nano: Ahora es un poco menos virgen.

P: ¿Lo ayudaron ustedes?

Todos: No [Vuelven a hablar todos juntos y no se entiende]

P: Hablemos de a uno porque después no se entiende nada. No hace falta levantar la mano ni nada, pero tratemos de ser ordenados para que se entienda después.

Mauro: [mientras yo hablo, le dice a Hernán señalando a Silvio] ‘ya le comenté’ o sea que éste ya me humilló antes, que vivo, ieh!’.
Nano: Maybe it bothers him to look bad in front of a girl or something, but okay, it’s part of the joke.

Gaspar: [Luciano and Héctor are still laughing. Gaspar looks at them and says with a more emphatic tone] Stop it! [Luciano makes the gesture of stopping, Héctor tells him something and punches him in the legs, Gaspar also punches Luciano “ludically” in the arm].

Lautaro: There is something else we mess around with [he smiles]

Héctor: No, stop!

**P: Do you put up with those “jokes” or they provoke punches?**

Luciano: Yes, with the bad body odor, yes.

[...]

Silvio: Anyway, when something bothers me, I give a tough answer.

Nano: Because we are not all here today, there are some missing [with reference to the students of 6th year who are part of the group, and to one of the partners that did not participate because he didn’t bring the authorization]

Lautaro: Each of us has a mock in particular that mortifies.

Héctor: Sure, everybody.

Silvio: For example, they start... they are all telling me cuckolded, cuckolded, cuckolded and I go for the jugular.

Héctor: He and his brother are the worst [Silvio’s brother is in 6th year]

Silvio: Yeah, you go without mercy to kill.

[...]

**P: For example, the way you mock each other, do you see it as violent?**

Silvio: Among us, no.

Héctor: If it is someone else who sees it, yes.

(FG 1, 5th year, morning shift, School B, own translation)
Even though they do not perceive the humiliations among them as “violent”, they are aware that this kind of behavior may be seen as “violent” by other partners.

_P: Some of what you consider violent, does it happen here at school?_  
_L: Yes, but not physical, eh... not an assault. But maybe the violence of mocking, yes, and may be, our group is the one who does it the most. We are those who mock the most, but we know when to stop. When we notice that... “stop because you are hurting him”, we stop; or if a friend does not stop and he is hurting him, or I don’t stop, we tell him o they tell me to stop and you do it..._  

(Luciano, 5th year, morning shift, School B, own translation)

_S: If you are part of the group, you don’t see it as violent, because if I do this to him [He softly punches him with his hand], and someone from the outside comes and watches it, he’s going to say that I’m punching him in the face ..._  

(Silvio, 5th year, morning shift, School B, own translation)

Within this group of students, they admitted that there were two members that “have no limits” (Lautaro and Luciano). They do not self-regulate according to the rules agreed by the group. Even though they are not expelled from the group, their friends said that when they did not agree with their behavior, they let them on their own.

**CONCLUSIONS**

With respect to the ways of sociability of the two groups of students under study, trust is a catalyst when interpreting the “violent” nature of a situation. Based on trust, each student figures out that those who use physical force or mock others do it without the intention of hurting or causing harm; in turn, they assume that those who receive blows or are mocked will not feel hurt due to the ludic context in which they are inflicted.

Unlike the considerations of Machado da Silva (2004) regarding the increase of interpersonal mistrust in contexts of violent sociabilities, in our study, the use of violence as a ritualized practice between students is possible because of their trust. In the category _violent sociability_ coined by the Brazilian researcher abovementioned as well as in Viscardi (2002), violence (understood only as the use of physical force) is an ordering principle of practices in a hierarchical order.

In this work, we described how violent sociability of young students takes place under a symmetrical and balanced logic in which the boy who punches or mocks others does not seek to dominate or feel superior. Here lies the difference between practices that can seem similar, but in a case expressed a conflict, and in another is part of a ludic context. Conflict supposes a confrontation where some people seek to position above others in a hierarchical logic. As Simmel (2002) claimed, sociability implies a reciprocal interaction in which someone’s satisfaction cannot be obtained without (or at the expense of) other’s satisfaction. Thus “the joy of the individual fully depends on the joy of others and, in principle, nobody can be satisfied at the expense of others”.

---

27 In the original: “_P: Algo de esto que vos consideras que es violencia ¿sucede acá en la escuela?_  
_L: Si, no corporal, ¡eh!... agresión no. Pero capaz que violencia cargándose sí y puede ser que nuestro grupo sea el que más lo haga Somos uno de los que más cargamos, pero sabemos parar. Cuando nos damos cuenta de... ‘pará lo estás hiriendo’, paramos; o mismo si un amigo no para y lo está hiriendo, o yo no paro, le decimos o me lo dicen y parás...”

28 In the original: “_S: Si estás adentro del grupo no lo ves como violento porque yo ahora le hago así a él [Le pega con la mano suavemente en la cabeza]. Pero si viene alguien de afuera y ve que le estoy pegando una piña en la cara va a decir si..._”
very opposed feelings” (SIMMEL, 2002, p. 88, own translation). We can say that there should be a balance between the personal and collective spheres.

The sociability in each of these groups gives satisfaction to their members in terms of enjoyment, diminishing the rigidity of self-control demanded by school life. This ludic way of interacting puts them in an underworld within the school context where they can relax moderately. Even though they will be sanctioned when the game is over—as they were many times before—by school authorities who demand a greater self-restraint. Considering these young students’ relations, we wonder which non-punitive institutional strategies are or can be implemented at schools to improve the interaction among them (SILVA, 2018).

Elias and Dunning (1992) claimed that emotional stimulation has a main role in leisure sociability. To challenge the socially accepted limit of de-routinization stimulates the decrease of self-control boundaries. In this respect, these authors said:

[...] to play with fire, to take this risk, seems to increase the pleasant tension and, in that regard, the enjoyment of leisure-type gemeinschaften. To approach the socially accepted limit and, sometimes, go beyond it; in other words, to break social taboos together with others, probably spices up this type of meetings. (ELIAS; DUNNING, 1992, p. 154, own translation)

This is one of the elements involved in the understanding of the reasons why, in their intersubjective relationships, young students go over the edge with respect to what is allowed in school life. According to other authors (DI LEO, 2010; FARAH NETO; MELO; ABRAMOVAY, 2012; GARCÍA BASTÁN, 2016; MEJÍA HERNÁNDEZ, 2017; NOEL, 2009; PAULÍN et al., 2015), teachers usually perceive the interactions of the young as uncivil behaviors, or typify certain situations as “violent”, while students consider them as one of the many ways of interacting. It would be interesting to build an intergenerational consensus among all actors of the educational community with respect to the meanings of the young’s practices at school. If cohabitation agreements and school councils invite to participate, they may become a fruitful space to generate such exchanges and to consolidate the quality of bonds at school.

In our research work, we found out that the perceptions of the students about violence are associated, to a larger extent, with the quality of the bonds forged in peer relations, and with the contexts in which they are developed; rather than with the type of practice itself or the a priori conception about it. Bonds based on trust are a subjective support that reassures the young to direct their actions to their peers (DI NAPOLI, 2019).

In this study, we observed that the decrease of self-control barriers in the sociability among the students does not imply its complete suppression. In fact, to be part of the game and to benefit from the more relaxed interaction, each one’s behaviors must be subjected to certain patterns of affective control.

Based on Elias and Scotson’s study (2016) on the relation between “the established and the outsiders”, we claim that the gratification felt when participating of a group is a just retribution for the personal sacrifice implied in the submission to the group rules. The self-restraint in these behaviors provides a context of stability to this way of sociability. Those young who do not maintain self-control, because they get angry or punch or mock the others in excess, are reprimanded by the group taking the risk of being separated from the game.

29 In the original: “La alegría del individuo depende plenamente de que también los otros estén alegres y, en principio, nadie puede encontrar su satisfacción a costa de sentimientos totalmente opuestos del otro”.

30 In the original: “este jugar con fuego, este riesgo, parece aumentar la tensión agradable y, en ese sentido, el goce de los gemeinschaften recreativos. El hecho de acercarse al límite de lo socialmente permitido y traspasarlo a veces, en resumen, romper un poco los tabúes sociales en compañía de otros, probablemente añada «sabor» a este tipo de reuniones”.

Pablo Nahuel di Napoli
In terms of Elias, we may conclude that the bonds formed in these two groups of students make possible an informalization context in the social intercourse that implies a two-way process: the relaxation of behaviors, but simultaneously, the self-control of emotions (ELIAS, 2009, 2011). The “codes” forged within each group enable them, on the one hand, to behave in a more liberalized way as they can perform actions that would be banned in other contexts; and on the other hand, to have the adequate self-control to tolerate these behaviors from the other partners without reacting impulsively, taking the risk of breaking the bond.
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